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FROM Henrietta Palmer 20024524/20024531
Dear Planning Inspectorate
I hope. you are all well and finding some ways through the mountain of paperwork . I just
want to bring your attention to the Prime Ministers response to a question in the House of
Commons in May. The video of it is on the Save our Sandlings website.
In the house of Commons in May, an MP (sorry.. video starts after his name was
announced) posed a question of Boris Johnson about the wind farms..
"Given that he has already set out a very ambitious and clear timetable for increasing
offshore wind generation, will he now come out with an equally ambitious timetable for
delivering an offshore grid? “
Boris Johnson replied : “ my honourable Friend is spot on in what he says about the
need for an offshore grid, as well as building the fantastic windmills its vital that we
bring the energy onshore in a way that has minimal disruption for local communities
and enables us to maximise efficiency.”
Added to this very straightforward reply, the Secretary of State BEIS has recently delayed
the decision for Norfolk Boreas until the end of the year. This in addition to the delayed
decision for Norfolk Vanguard.
Clearly we are reaching a tipping point ; local communities simply won’t tolerate being
riven willy-nilly by industrial design and technology almost means that we no longer will
need to be. We are on the cutting edge. If you issue a split decision you will help stop the
desecration of a precious area and force Scottish Power to pay attention to the way the
wind is blowing, instead of forcing their way into the area they might have to consider
embracing new technologies and learn to work with others.
Yours sincerely
Henrietta Palmer

